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First published as The Encyclopedia Sherlockiana, this A-to-Z reference contains every person,

place, & thing associated with the Baker Street duo. "With more than 3,500 main entries, 8,000 story

citations, an exhaustive system of cross references, & nearly two hundred illustrations - many old

favorites & many published here for the first time - this is an important volume for all who have

consulted with the Master as well as for those anticipating the excitement of their first visit to 221B

Baker street. Here, literally, is every person, ever place, & every thing that appeared in the

chronicles of the famous consulting detective. Each entry conjures up the thrill of discovering the

stories for the first time or casts light upon some obscure Victorian phrase or custom for a current

reading or rereading. Evern the homeliest of objects recalls for us the excitement of the grreat mind

at work."
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One thing that any fan of Sherlock Holmes knows is that the solution is in the details, and that

attention to the details is of vital importance. One thing the Conan Doyle would do in his short

stories and novels featuring Holmes would be to overload on details, rather like a magician

redirecting attention away; the task for the reader, as indeed it was for Holmes, was to identify which

details were meaningful, and which could be safely discarded. Holmes would keep nothing useless

in mind, being mindful of clutter - he purported (A Study in Scarlet) not to even be aware that the

earth went round the sun, rather than vice versa, as it was not relevant to his work. One assumes

that he was pulling the good Dr. Watson's leg, as there are times when such information might be



relevant, and as such, Holmes would know it.There are several versions of the canonical stories

available, and various commentaries on these tales published. There is also an ever-growing body

of apocryphal tales put out by modern writers. However, there aren't many reference books on

Holmes available. Therefore, the 'Encyclopedia Sherlockiana' by Jack Tracy is a welcome volume

for any Holmes fan. It is a great companion volume to any serious reader (and many the casual

reader) of the canonical tales.Just as any reader of Holmes tales will need to have a care for detail,

so too does Tracy have a great eye for the details in the stories. Arranged rather in the fashion of an

encyclopedic dictionary more so than as an encyclopedia proper, this one-volume text cover the

A-to-Zed of the stories, the people, the places, the objects, the weapons, and other minutiae of the

tales.For example, it is well known that Holmes' arch-nemesis, Professor Moriarty, won acclaim by a

treatise upon the Binomial Theorem.
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